
 

 

 

 

 

ACS Submission: 100% Business Rates Retention: Further Consultation on the 

Design of the Reformed System 

 

ACS (the Association of Convenience Stores) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the 

latest Department for Communities and Local Government consultation on the 

implementation of 100% business rates retention. ACS represents 33,500 local shops 

across the UK, including Co-op, One Stop, McColls and thousands of independent retailers. 

Our submission to the previous consultation on 100% business rates retention is available 

here. Further information about ACS is available as an Annex to this submission.  

 

ACS is a member of the DCLG/LGA Business Interests Sub Group and continues to engage 

with the technical debate on implementing reforms to allow local government to retain all 

business rates growth. We believe 100% business rates retention must work to the benefit of 

business ratepayers as well as local government. The new system should encourage local 

government to innovate locally to promote business investment and growth from local shops 

for the benefit of local communities.    

 

Question 1: What are your views on the proposed approach to partial resets? 

We support fixed resets over a ten-year time period to maximise the growth incentive for 

local authorities between resets. Long-term reset periods would also ensure local authorities 

focus on delivering sustainable growth plans for their area and strengthens the immediate 

rewards for local authorities that innovate locally to raise revenue. A ten-year reset would 

align with timeframes in the National Planning Policy Framework for assessing the economic 

impact of new retail developments. Fixed reset periods would also prevent a partial reset 

from failing to return all local authorities to their baseline funding levels after a reset period 

where there is insufficient funding from revenue growth to redistribute.  

 

Question 2: What are your views on how we should measure growth in business rates 

income over a reset period? 

We have raised concerns in previous consultation responses about how the reset periods 

may have unintended consequences on the planning system. 100% business rates retention 

should not undermine the National Planning Policy Framework or encourage local 

government to prioritise growth from larger developments to the detriment of small 

businesses and local high streets. Business rates retention will reward local authorities by 

allowing them to retain revenue growth. However, Small Business Rate Relief means that 

premises under £12,000 RV do not pay business rates and those between £12,000 - 

£15,000 RV pay significantly reduced rates. This means that local authorities will gain little 

revenue growth from supporting the smallest businesses in their area that benefit from relief 

schemes. 

 

This creates a perverse incentive for local authorities to focus on stimulating business rate 

revenue growth from larger businesses. Local authorities could be motivated to accept 

planning applications that deliver higher business rate yields but direct trade away from 

valued local high streets. This practice would help local authorities to fund local services but 

https://www.acs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Business-Rates-Retention-Submission.pdf


would be counter-intuitive to supporting local needs in the communities where people live 

and work. While we acknowledge that local authorities use the tools of the planning system 

to carefully shape their local areas, financially-stretched local authorities could be influenced 

to approve some developments to improve their income streams.    

 

The Department for Communities and Local Government should recognise the potential 

impact of business rates retention on local planning decisions. The National Planning Policy 

Framework and ‘town centre first’ sequential test could be strengthened to support the 

delivery of economic development plans and prevent the growth of out-of-town retail at the 

expense of local high streets that supply local needs and form accessible community 

centres. Business rates retention must ensure local authorities work to grow their small 

business base despite the limited additional revenue they will gain from its growth.  

 

We welcome that the consultation at paragraph 2.16 is looking at different mechanisms for 

measuring growth to avoid gaming within under the new system. Looking at averaging out 

growth over a certain period of time could prevent gaming. Local authorities should consider 

monitoring the type, size and location of business premises they are gaining growth from.  

This could support with understanding the overall economic impact and any gaming of the 

system.    

 

For more information on this submission please contact Steve Dowling, ACS Public 

Affairs Executive, via steve.dowling@acs.org.uk or 01252 533009. 
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